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École Supérieure d'Ingénieurs de Paris-Est
(ESIPE)
 

FIELD Sciences, technologies, santé
Course suitable for

     Apprenticeship     

. How to apply :

Eligibility is judged by application and by written tests in
mathematics, English and French. Prospective students will also
be invited for an interview. Acceptance on the programme is final
after an apprenticeship contract has been signed. Applications
must be submitted before March.

Information and application at www.ingenieurs2000.com

. Course venue :

Bâtiment Copernic 5, boulevard Descartes 77420 Champs-sur-
Marne 

. Calendar :

The alternation between study and work gradually increases over
the 3 year course : one month of study followed by one month in
the company, then 2 months/2 months and 3 months/3 months
in the first year. In the second year, it is 3 months' study/3 months
in the company twice. In the third year, it is 6 months' study then 6
months in the company, with this final period providing the
opportunity for a large-scale project resulting in the writing of the
engineering thesis.

. Contacts :
- Academic coordinator : CIRIO Laurent  (I1-I2-I3)
- Academic secretary : VINCENSINI Arnaud  (I1-I2-I3)
Email : Arnaud.Vincensini@u-pem.fr

For further details :
Information, Career guidance and Professional integration
Department
(SIO-IP) : sio@u-pem.fr / +33 1 60 95 76 76  

  

 

 

 

NATIONAL MASTER'S DEGREE
ELECTRONICS AND IT -

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

       NATIONAL MASTER'S DEGREE I1-I2-I3     
 

       ENTRY REQUIREMENTS       

The course is open to students under the age of 26 with 2 years' higher
education (BAC+2) in line with the training programme : a University Technical
Diploma (ECSE, PM, N&T), Advanced Vocational Training Certificate (DS, NITS),
a 2-year degree (EEA) or an equivalent diploma. Acceptance on the
programme is final after an apprenticeship contract has been signed and the
CFA Ingénieurs 2000 centre will help you find a company from among its 700
partners.

       ACQUIRED SKILLS       

With the advent of the internet of Things, Electronics and Communications
engineers develop, design and implement communications systems by using
increasingly advanced electronic techniques in terms of integration, software
development and associated signal processing. These specialists have in-
depth knowledge of analogue and digital electronics, computer programming
and networks, wire-based and wireless transmission technologies and signal
processing. Electronics and Communications engineers also have cross-
functional skills, in project and team management.

       YOUR FUTURE CAREER      

In a rapidly evolving field, Electronics and Communications engineers are able
to adapt to new technology, innovate and anticipate market trends. A source
of ideas and innovation, they can provide technical expertise and manage
projects. At the end of the course, they generally become design and test
engineers, design and development engineers, method engineers, embedded
software development engineers, project leaders, etc. Every single graduate
from the class of 2013 found a job within 12 months of graduating and the
graduates' average gross annual starting salary was €35,000.

       BENEFITS OF THE PROGRAM      

The teaching is tailored to the work/study structure of our engineering
pathway and provides you with sound theoretical and technical skills.
Alongside academic assessment, you will also be involved in projects during
the study segment of the course. The training also provides you with cross-
functional skills, ultimately preparing you for positions where your global
perspective will be an asset. Finally, the professional segment in a company
means you will be in direct contact with the realities of the marketplace, there
by giving you operational engineer status at the end of your course.
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STUDY PROGRAM

Semester 1

UE Engineering Sciences 1    Mathematics -    Basic Algebra - 
UE Electronics 1    Electronic Components -    Guided Propagation - 
UE Computer Science    Operating Systems -    Databases -    C
Programming - 
UE English 1    English - Expression -    English - Comprehension - 
UE Communication and Management 1    Interpersonal and
professional communication -    The company, its players, and its functions
-    Corporate economics: cost structures, for example -    ESIPE integration
project -    Voltaire Project - 
UE Work/Study Programme    Tutors -    Work/study exercises - 
UE Professional units 

Semester 2

UE Engineering Sciences 2    Algorithmics -    Analysis -    Analogue
signal processing - 
UE Electronics 2    Digital electronics -    Electronic functions and circuits
-    Processor and microcontroller architecture - 
UE Networks    IP network architecture -    Local networks (Ethernet, Wifi)
- 
UE English and Communication 2    English - Expression -    English -
Comprehension -    Interpersonal and professional communication -   
Voltaire Project - 
UE Work/Study Programme    Tutors -    Work/study exercises - 
UE Professional unit 

Semester 3

UE Engineering Sciences 1    Probabilities -    Deterministic and random
digital signal processing 1 - 
UE High Frequency Electronics    RF and microwave functions and
modules -    Radio and optical transmission systems - 
UE Programming and Networks    Object-oriented language (JAVA,
C++) -    Basics of network programming -    Industrial and home
automation networks (wired & wireless) - 
UE English 3    English - Expression -    English - Comprehension - 
UE Communication and Management 3    Interpersonal and
professional communication -    Workload and planning -    Recruiting a
team member -    Economics: profitability in business - 
UE Work/Study Programme    Tutors -    Work/study exercises - 
UE Professional unit 

Semester 4

UE Engineering Sciences 2    Information Theory -    Deterministic and
random digital signal processing 2 - 
UE Programmable and Embedded Systems    FPGA field-
programmable gate array circuits -    Microcontroller programming -   
Embedded real-time systems -    Industrial Embedded Systems - 
UE Applied Electronics    Practical work - 
UE Advanced Networks    IP Routing -    Network security - 
UE English 4 – TOEIC    English - Comprehension– TOEIC - 
UE English, Communication and Management 4    English -
Expression -    Interpersonal and professional communication -   
Initialisation, planning and steering -    Contracts and legal management - 
UE Work/Study Programme    Tutors -    Work/study exercises - 
UE Professional unit 

Semester 5

UE Engineering Sciences     Advanced digital communications -   
Fundamentals of Wireless Communication -    Advanced coding techniques
-    Estimation, decisions, statistics - 
UE Electronics     Sensors and data acquisition -    RFID, NFC, smart cards,
contactless cards -    Energy autonomy in communicating systems -   
Waves and electromagnetic compatibility - 
UE Developments and networks in the IoT     Databases for big data -  
  Cyber security in networks and embedded systems -    Advanced network
programming (JAVA, Web, Android, etc.) -    Cellular networks -    Sensor
networks - 
UE Advanced technical presentations     Electronic presentations -    IT
presentation - 
UE Final project     The Last Project - 
UE Communication and Management 5    Interpersonal and
professional communication -    Business approach to projects -   
Sustainable development -    Project execution and the unforeseen -   
Economic and demographic data of globalization - 

Semester 6

UE Cross-curricular studies    Cross-curricular activity - 
UE Work/Study Programme    Tutors -    Work/study exercises - 
UE Professional unit 
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